Summer golfwear is designed to keep the golfer cool and comfortable under the strongest sun. Synthetics play the biggest role and are responsible for airy fabrics. Shirts of arnel, kodel, ban-lon and antron, and slacks of dacron and rayon are the most popular in cool, subdued colors. Mesh knit shirts for men are showing up everywhere in all colors and different size knits. Seersucker in men’s slacks and ladies’ bermudas reappears as it does every summer.
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Right: white collarless cotton fishnet shirt ($5), dacron and rayon slacks ($16.25), both by DiFini, Etonic shoes ($39.95), Texace cap. Flowered nylon blouse ($10), gold knit Bermudas ($16), outfit by Haymaker, Lazy Bones shoes ($16), Wigwam socks.

Left: pink and white knit shirt ($10), culotte of dacron and cotton ($14) both Gino Paoli, Foot-Joy shoes ($37.95). White Gino Paoli shirt ($13.95), DiFini slacks of dacron and wool worsted ($30), Etonic shoes ($39.95), PGA cap.

Right: green cotton mesh Izod shirt ($5.95), McGregor Bruce Crampton slacks ($14), Foot-Joy shoes ($42.50). Striped Tony Lema shirt by Jockey ($5), radish slacks of dacron and cotton by Gino Paoli ($18.95), Stylist shoes ($37.50).
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Right, left to right: posey print blouse ($6) and bermudas ($8), both of kodel and cotton zippered front lime skirt of kodel and rayon ($10), complete outfit by Jantzen, Kangaroo shoes by Connolly ($35). His McGregor Crampton shorts of dacron and rayon ($9), green mesh Tony Lema shirt by Jockey ($5), Johnston & Murphy shoes ($45). Lady Lema sleeveless blue shirt by Jockey ($5), blue and white seersucker bermudas by Haymaker ($11.95), Foot-Joy shoes ($37.95).

Left: Izod gold bermudas of arnel and rayon ($14.50), Munsingwear mesh shirt ($5), Foot-Joy shoes ($42.50).

Right: green and white striped Munsingwear shirt of cotton and antron nylon ($7), DiFinis bermuda ($12.95), Foot-Joy shoes ($42.50). Gold Puritan ban-lon v-neck shirt ($9), gold and white seersucker slacks of dacron and cotton by Gino Paoli ($19.95).

For more information write Fashion Editor, GOLFDOM, 800 Second Ave., New York, N. Y. 10017.